Chapter 9: 1st Editor Feedback

- Short comments and observations
  - The introduction (abstract) makes an interesting proposition but the chapter structure and inserted texts (e.g., NTOF) look incomplete and disconnected.
  - Interesting ingredients (social value of basic science, social value, leadership, human value, art and science etc.) but they do not make a natural flow.
  - An introduction to the Chapter would be helpful, to connect the ingredients with the context of Big Science (referring to e.g., chapters 1, 12, 14 etc.).
  - References are incomplete and scattered in several places.
  - Conclusions missing.
  - Length on the low side? (currently 6 pages).
Another great examples of how big science can contribute to human health and wellbeing.

Once all elements in the chapter will be very useful to see how knowledge get translated to medical applications.

There are other examples from CERN like Medepix that authors may want to cross reference.

Authors may also refer to detector technology as one of the key outcomes of big science investment.